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“I have the heart of a child. I keep
it in a jar on my shelf.”
-Robert Bloch

Student Dies in
Freak 22-story Beer
Bong Accident
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

ATLANTA – A Georgia college student passed away
earlier this week following a
freak accident at a party late
Sunday night. Mark Delacruz was attempting to set
a school height record by
drinking an ice cold Bud
Light through a 22-story
beer bong, not considering
the repercussions of physics, gravity, and the fortitude
of his digestive sphincters.
Delacruz, a third-year art history major, had purchased a
length of rubber tubing from
the engineering department at his local college.
He dropped it from the
window of a large banking
building, attached a funnel,
then ran down all 22 floors
to attempt the feat.
His friend Nicholas Bering
manned the funnel, ice cold
brewski in hand for deployment.
On a count of “one, two,
...see holy beer-shit on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the birthday girl!

New Jersey Powers Entire East Coast
By Matt “Undercover Minority” Villa ~ Daily Bull

In a shocking recent development, the to the strange effect that this chemical
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have discovered a chemical that the its chemical bonds that when burned it
body releases into the blood during releases the energy in the same way coal
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or oil does. This knowledge coupled
with the fact that the chemical is flushed
“Basically, whenever a person acts like out of the body via urination, and easily
a tool, a douche bag, or just plain rude extracted and processed, means that
or idiotic, the body begins to release there is a possibility for a sustainable
this chemical that we dubbed JB-1, or renewable energy source.
Jaeger Bomb-1.” explains MTU grad student Rex Steel whilst taking his unneeded “When we discovered the possibilities
glasses off, “The reason for this is due
...see tool-kit on back

Egyptian paper uses photoshop.
They have photoshop?

Monday MAD LIBS

The Daily Bull presents: Monday Mad Libs! Each Monday, we’ll feature Mad Libs for you to fill out an enjoy. Plus, if you fill it out and
think yours is the best and most hilarious, submit it to us at bull@
mtu.edu - we might just feature it in one of our issues!
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
MAD LIB 1: Vote for Slowpoke
Adjective:

___________________

VOTE SLOWPOKE FOR
HOMECOMING KING

Plural Noun: ___________________
Letter of alphabet: _____________
Liquid: ________________
Food: _________________
Building: _______________________
Adverb: ______________________
Noun:

____________________

Article of Clothing: _____________

Sponsored by The Daily
Bull. VOTE VOTE VOTE
OH MY GOSH VOTE!

2010 Homecoming Alumni
Broomball Tournament

Do you like Broomball? Do you like to fill out brackets for the NCAA Basketball Tournament? Do you like to
help those in need? If you answered yes to any of these: we have an answer for that, the Homecoming
Bracket Challenge brought to you by the Michigan Tech Alumni Association and IRHC Broomball. All you have
to do is visit www.broomball.mtu.edu and print off a bracket and bring it to the Broomball office in Wads G24
with a $1.00 registration fee. All the proceeds go to charity. Also, there will be door prizes. Just make sure
you have your brackets turned in before Wednesday, September 29.

Vote for Slowpoke! Brought to you by Liz Fujita
Slowpoke is a really ___________ (adjective) guy. He’s involved with at least three ____________ (plural
noun) on campus, and gets ________________’s (letter of the alphabet) in all of his classes. He has never
gotten drunk on __________________ (liquid), but to be honest he has a bit of a _______________ (food)
problem. He even had to go to the ____________________ (building) for a serious _______________
(plant) overdose. With all that behind him, Slowpoke now feels he can represent us ________________ (adverb). So put in your _____________ (noun) for Slowpoke! He promises to wear a ______________ (article
of clothing) during the parade!
... holy beer-shit from front

th-threeeee,” the already inebriated
duo launched the beer. It trickled
down the sides at first, then slowly
... tool-kit from front
gained momentum until it was pourfor the use of JB-1 as fuel, we set up ing toward the elated Delacruz.
collection and processing centers in
and around bars at the source of all “By the time the beer got down all
douche-baggery, the Jersey Shore.” the floors to Mark’s mouth, he was
continues Mr. Steel, “The experiment facing a giant pulse of liquid all at
was so successful that we opened once,” noted Michigan Tech physics
up a distribution center that has so far major Perry Nerem. “It’s like looking
been capable of powering the entire up when you stand on a waterfall, or
East Coast with just the JB-1 collected those dumb turkeys that look up durThis man clearly won the Beards
Contest back in the eighteen-nineteen- from the New Jersey area. We’ve even ing a rainstorm.”
been sponsored by Snookie.”
fourteens. Ye olde Carnivale!
The beer, after sliding its way down
JB-1 has been so successful a power the whole length of tubing, entered
source that many new production Delacruz’s mouth at warp speed. His
centers have been created in cities epiglottis, having no time to react,
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is, but so far nothing has come back
to say that it has any
adverse effects. So to
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ally exploded with joy.

clear,” explained his father. “Later he
successfully spray painted eyeballs
on every door in his dormitory, and
filled the fire sprinklers with heavy
whipping cream.” The Whipped
Cream Storm of 2008 earned Delacruz a two-day prison sentence.

The spewing force of beer exiting
Delacruz’s posterior end was sufficient to propel him 7.25 inches off
the ground, an experience he described as “HOLY SHIT” shortly before he crumpled to the ground in
multiple, soaking pieces.
Before authorities could collect, investigate, and destroy the evidence,
His accomplice, Bering, declared the a group of Alpha Sigma Sigma brothfeat as “Frrrrrcking sweeeeet man,” ers swiped the beer bong away to
before fainting into an alcohol-in- be put in the frat’s trophy cabinet.
duced sleep.
Nicholas Bering is currently under
Police are still investigating why the charge of involuntary manslaughter,
engineering department never ques- though lawyers hope to get him off
tioned Delacruz’s intentions when he easy with claim of insanity. “Even if
purchased nearly 300 feet of rubber they don’t buy that alcohol constituttubes. The department head merely ed insanity, I think we have a strong
suggested Delacruz could have been case that anyone would be insane to
working on a design project, though think 22 stories of beer was a good
he made little comment on the stu- idea,” legal reps told the Bull.
dent’s previous legal misfortunes.
Bering declined comment, but did
“Mark was on disciplinary probation mutter something about using the
his first year for rigging all the drink- rocket propulsion of his friend as a
ing fountains on campus with Ever- senior design in another life.

Did you know that you can sign up for the Daily Bull’s email
list? Every day, you’ll get a shiny new Bull in your inbox!
Sometimes, we may even tell you a funny story or include a
cool picture - JUST FOR YOU!
Shout to bull@mtu.edu !
C’mon! Everybody’s doing it. EVERYBODY!

